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At five o’clock that mid-day, Samuel received a call from Kong Wu. After asking the address 

of the event, he drove the Audi away. 

The freaking Lamborghini certainly couldn’t be driven recently. It was said that the acquired 

loss of personnel in the insurance coverage firm had currently wept. 

After getting to the celebration, Samuel discovered that this was an exclusive club, as well as 

it seemed to be quite high-end. 

There were several deluxe cars parked at the entrance, almost a luxury auto exhibit. 

Although Samuel’s Audi A6 was likewise good, it was a little dim at the entry of the club, 

and also no one also took a second look at it. 

Equally as Samuel found a parking area and will park within, a steward trotted over and also 

knocked on his automobile home window impatiently. 

Samuel stepped on the brake and also rolled down the home window. Overwhelmed, he 

asked, “What’s wrong?” 

 

” I’m sorry; there is no parking space here. You can change to another area,” the steward 

checked out Samuel with contempt and also claimed. 

” Isn’t this a parking space?” Samuel left the vehicle and pointed at the garage. 

The waiter smiled faintly, indicated a number of automobiles alongside him, as well as 

claimed, “Look at what these autos are, and what sort of automobile your own is. What 

qualifications do you need to park here?” 

 

Samuel smiled helplessly. He did not anticipate that the waiter of this private club would 

certainly have such a high requirement that he did not also care concerning Audi A6. 



” A quail can buy you a whole automobile. How can you contrast? This is our personal 

parking space. You are not qualified to park below if you don’t most likely to the club,” the 

waiter stated. 

” Are you so certain that I won’t most likely to the club?” Samuel stated. 

The waiter sighed and said, “Guy, don’t shame yourself right here. Our club has actually 

been booked. The guests below tonite are all big shots in Cloud City. Check out the cars and 

trucks right here. Which one is less than one million?” 

There was certainly no car worth less than a million in the parking lot. 

This time around, an additional Porsche 911 was driving over. 

” What’s the matter? Waiter, do you still have a garage?” A male stuck his head out of the 

vehicle and shouted at the steward impatiently. 

The waiter rapidly strolled up with a smile on his face and stated, “Brother, there is still a 

garage. Don’t worry. I’ll ask him to drive away today.” 

After that, when the waiter resorted to Samuel, his face teemed with temperature. He said, 

“Relocate the car away. Don’t postpone this bro’s vehicle parking.” 

Samuel had seen a lot of snobs that towered above others, yet this was the first time he had 

actually fulfilled such unreasonable people. 

” So what if I don’t relocate?” Samuel stated coldly. 

” Are you going to make trouble?” The waitress looked angry. 

At this time, the man driving the Porsche could be tired of waiting. He left the auto as well 

as mosted likely to the Audi. He kicked the front of the vehicle and claimed, “What are you 

discussing? Hurry as well as drive. Don’t disturb my car park.” 

Samuel frowned. The youths nowadays were actually hot-tempered. These rich boys had 

never ever suffered any type of losses since they were young, so they were so big-headed. 



” Watch on the cars and truck. If it is harmed, you can not manage to pay for it,” Samuel said 

to the steward. After that he pretended to leave and also was not prepared to park the 

vehicle in the garage. 

Seeing this, the boy kicked the car light once again and also claimed to Samuel, “Who the 

fuck are you? I asked you to relocate the auto. Think it or not, I’ll shatter it for you.” 

” You can give it a try.” Samuel said any which way. 

The boy really felt that he had been disregarded when he saw Samuel’s continual footsteps. 

This caused him to be furious. He walked behind Samuel in 2s and grabbed his shoulder. 

” Guy, do not be also egotistic, or you can not pay for the repercussions.” The man 

threatened Samuel. 

” You’re more suitable for that. Let me go,” Samuel claimed coldly. 

” I can let go, yet you drive this point. and also go away right before me. I can allow you go.” 

” Otherwise?” 

” No?” The man smiled coldly as well as claimed, “Let’s see exactly how capable you are.” 

As quickly as he completed speaking, he kicked Samuel in the back. 

 


